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Abstract—Facial age estimation is one of the most important
tasks in the field of face recognition and recommendation system.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, people have been required to
wear masks, which can be a challenge for traditional recognition
methods. In this paper, an improved convolutional neural net-
work architecture based on MobileNet is proposed to perform
age estimation. For the challenge of masked faces, an innovative
mask generation method using face keypoint detection is adopted,
extracting the key points of the faces in order to add synthetic
masks to simulate the real situations. Then we compare the
estimation results of the original images and the synthetic images.
Our method is applied to the WIKI Face dataset containing more
than 150,000 images, and achieves MAE of 3.79 and 6.54 on
unmasked and masked faces, respectively, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed model.

Keywords—Age Estimation, Keypoint Detection, MobileNet,
Mask Generation, Deep Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Facial age recognition is a task that extracts facial features
from facial images to estimate the approximate age of a
person. In recent years, the number of practical cases related
to age analysis has increased and its application value has
been further highlighted by many fields focusing on human
aging research, where automatic facial age estimation plays
an important role in the huge potential applications of human-
computer interaction.

Since people of different age groups have significant dif-
ferences in consumption habits, entertainment styles, aesthetic
needs, etc., if the user’s facial image can be recognized and

thus the approximate age of the user can be estimated, it is
possible to provide information suitable for people of specific
age groups and avoid inappropriate services. For example, it
can be used to prevent teenagers from accessing undesirable
information on the Internet and minors from buying cigarettes,
alcohol or adult products from vending machines. Besides, bet-
ter results can be obtained by placing targeted advertisements
on the Internet.

Most existing methods for facial age estimation typically
use hand-crafted feature descriptors such as LBP and AAM
to represent faces, which requires strong prior knowledge
to design them. Jiwen Lu proposed a cost-sensitive local
binary multi-feature learning (CS-LBFL) [8] to learn multiple
sets of hash functions of facial patches to exploit comple-
mentary information and improved performance by learning
the distinguished local facial descriptors directly from the
original pixel values of the facial representation. Ningning
Yu proposed an integrated learning strategy that fuses weak
classifiers and gains a strong one to perform age classification
[9]. Experimental results show that the algorithm can improve
an exact match (AEM) and an error of one age category
(AEO) by 4.75% and 6.75%, respectively, compared to the
best of the three weak classifiers. Fares Alnajar found that
expression dynamics can be used to better estimate a person’s
age and proposed a fully automated age estimation framework
that outperformed the generic method [10]. Lou proposed a
deep adversarial metric learning (DAML) method to address
this problem, which learns to synthesize semi-hard negatives
based on existing training samples [11].
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Since the COVID-19 pandemic, people have been required
to wear masks in most scenarios. Age estimation for face
images with masks has become necessary, however, most
previous researches on various face recognition techniques
have focused on face images without masks. Therefore, in
order to investigate whether deep learning method can still
make relatively accurate estimates of facial age even when
recognizing images of faces wearing masks, a mask generation
method is proposed in this paper. Our model is applied to both
unmasked and mask-generated face image dataset.

This paper aims to provide some unique insights and
innovative approaches to the study of age estimation both on
clear and obscured facial images. For age estimation, a new
convolutional neural network architecture based on improved
MobileNet is proposed. For mask generation, a face key point
detection method using ensemble learning is applied to add
synthetic masks to images of human faces. Our model is
applied to both the original dataset and the synthetic dataset. In
addition, in order to optimize our model, innovative training
stratigies are adopted, and our model successfully achieves
high performance.

II. DATASET & DATA PRE-PROCESSING

A. Description

In this paper, Facial Age dataset which was prepared from
WIKI Face dataset is applied to evaluate our model, and each
of the faces is from images used in Wikipedia [18].

Fig. 1. Examples of Facial Age dataset. These examples correspond to face
images of 1, 10, 20, 30, ..., 100 years old respectively.

The dataset contains 100 categories, corresponding to 1-100
years old face images, with a total of 158,208 images. Some
examples of the dataset are shown in Fig. 1.

B. Data Augmentation & Cross Validation

In the field of computer vision based on deep learning, we
often need to use models with very deep network layers for im-
age recognition, which results in large number of parameters.
When the model is complex and data is not sufficient, there
will be an overfitting problem, that is, the model over-learns

the data in the training set, resulting in the model performing
well on the training set, but losing the ability to generalize,
i.e. the model performs poorly on the test set. To this end,
this paper uses data augmentation to alleviate overfitting. The
adopted data augmentation methods include the following.

• Center crop
• Horizontal flip
• Hue saturation value adjustment
• Resize
For dataset spliting, we adopt 4-fold cross-validation. That is

to say, the dataset is randomly divided into four parts, and each
time one part (i.e. 25%) is taken out as the validation set, and
the remaining data is used as the training set. A total of four
complete training sessions are performed and tested separately
using the corresponding validation set. Finally, the average of
the four evaluation results is regarded as the performance of
the model. The benefit of using K-fold cross validation is that
it can take advantage of data, alleviate overfitting to a certain
extent, and reduce generalization errors as well.

C. Data Pre-processing for Mask Generation

With increasing use of masks during the prevailing of the
pandemic, we are interested in the accuracy of our model
while predicting the age of an unmasked biological face. To
reduce the difficulty of data acquisition and improve model
robustness, we chose the WIKI Face dataset and proposed a
procedure based on [5] to digitally generate masks on our
selected face images. An overall of the proposed workflow is
shown in Fig. 2. and the overall synthesis process is shown in
Fig. 3.

1) Basic Facial Key Points Detection: In general, an un-
masked face contains many biological facial features. Firstly,
we use the face detector [6] to crop the face and secondly apply
a basic facial key points detector to extract such basic facial
features. The basic facial key points detector uses a three-stage
convolutional network to determine the location of keypoints
[13]. The first stage of convolutional neural network is used for
the initial detection, and it makes an approximate estimation
even if there are regions that are unclear or blurred in the
image. The CNN of the first stage takes the whole face image
as input and considers the texture of the whole picture so as to
extract the features of the whole face. The second stage and the
third stage, on the other hand, serves to refine the extracted key
points and precise the results. Networks of these two stages
are shallower than that of first stage. Both the second and
third stage employ a separately trained convolutional network
to pinpoint its local regions of the face. The same regressor
is applied at different cascade stages. In this model, the key
points are detected by refining the left eye and the right eye
center, the nose tip, the left and the right mouth corner. In
the first stage, there are four convolutional layers followed
by max pooling, and two fully connected layers. The local
features extracted by the first stage are input to the second
and third stage. The prediction results of the first stage can
only be improved in a limited way during training, and the
accuracy increases gradually as the cascade increases. The
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Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed workflow

sizes of patches and search ranges keep reducing along the
cascade. In our whole keypoint detector, the basic keypoints
will be used as face shape input, further increasing the number
of keypoints to 68, such as the nose bridge and facial contour
points. The details will be mentioned in the Method part.

2) Digitally Synthetizing Masks: For wide masks, specific
facial key points we have detected are selected to be sequen-
tially concatenated to generate a closed geometric polygon,
which will have the shape of a mask. If the keypoints are too
far apart, additional points are inserted between them in order
to smooth out the lines.

Based on this proposed workflow, 68 facial key points
around the eyes, mouth, nose, face contour etc. are detected.
In this paper, we select keypoints around the face contour and
the nose as the base points for our mask generation, and the
selected points are shown in Fig. 3(b).

III. METHOD

A. Key point detection

The features extracted by basic facial keypoints detector
are used as the initial face shape input and then employ a
cascaded regressor to accurately estimate the feature keypoints
of the face. In this section we refine and extract the previously
available face shape based on the idea of an ensemble of
regression trees [17]. Suppose the vector of facial shape
S = (xT

1 , x
T
2 , . . . , x

T
p )

T ∈ R2p denotes the coordinates of all
p facial landmarks in images. Ŝ(t) denotes our current estimate
of S. Each regressor rt in the cascade predicts an update
vector, and is added to Ŝ(t) to improve estimation iteratively.

Ŝ(t+1) = Ŝ(t) + rt(I, Ŝ
(t)) (1)

In order to train each regressor rt , the gradient tree boosting
algorithm is adopted. Ii is a face image and Si mentioned

earlier is its shape. For the purpose to learn the first regression
function in the cascade r0, three elements were constructed
from our data including (Iπi

, Ŝ(0),∆S
(0)
i )

N

i=1 as a set, which
means an image, an initial shape estimation and an target
update step, respectively (i = 1, . . . , N).

πi ∈ {1, . . . , n} (2)

Ŝ
(0)
i ∈ {S1, . . . , Sn} \ Sπi

(3)

∆S
(0)
i = Sπi

− Ŝ
(0)
i (4)

In order to learn the regression function rt, we first initialize
it using the following equation.

f0(I, Ŝ
(t)) = arg min

γ∈R2p

N∑
i=1

||∆S
(t)
i − γ|| (5)

Then for k = 1, . . . , K, (6) and (7) are performed iteratively.

rik = ∆S
(t)
i − fk−1(Iπi , Ŝ

(t)
i ) (6)

fk(I, Ŝ
(t)) = fk−1(I, Ŝ

(t)) + vgk(I, Ŝ
(t)) (7)

where gk(I, Ŝ
(t)) is a weak regression function by fitting a

regression tree to the target rik. v is the learning rate, setting
v < 1 helps combat overfitting.

The output rt after the training iteration is as follow.

rt(I, Ŝ
(t)) = fK(I, Ŝ(t)) (8)

During the node splitting process of the tree in gradient
tree boosting alorithm, each node generates some sets of
random candidates µ. The decision to generate a split node
is determined based on the intensity difference between two
pixels. A split threshold is randomly generated after the pixel
difference between the pixel values at these two points of each
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Fig. 3. Mask generation

image is calculated. All images are judged by the threshold
and segmented into two parts itratively. Finally the candidate
group µ is generated. Then the next step is to select the best
µ∗ from the candidates µ. The criterion to judge whether the
split is good or not is the magnitude of the variance. That is,
we choose the node µ∗ with the smallest squared error sum
among the candidates, since they are more likely to belong to
the same class. The subsequent splitting of each node follows
this step until the splitting reaches a leaf node.

B. MobileNet

As one of the most popular convolutional neural networks in
recent years, MobileNet [1] has the features of small size and
high efficiency. Compared with traditional convolutional neu-
ral networks, MobileNet replaces the standard convolutional
filters with the depthwise separable convolutional filters [4],
which are used to decompose and recombine features in an
efficient way.

The depthwise separable convolution would split the stan-
dard convolution into a depthwise convolution, which is to
convolve each channel separately without changing the depth
of the input feature image, and a pointwise convolution,
namely, a 1×1 convolution is adopted to ascend or descend
input feature’s dimension as shown in Fig. 4.

For the same DF×DF×M input feature map and producing
DF ×DF ×N output map, the standard convolutional layers
with a size of DK×DK×M×N have the computational cost
of DK ×DK ×M ×N ×DF ×DF . However, the depthwise
separable convolution can have the cost only of DK ×DK ×
M ×DF ×DF +M ×N ×DF ×DF .

By expressing convolution as a two step process of filtering
and combining we get a reduction in computation of

DK ×DK ×M ×DF ×DF +M ×N ×DF ×DF

DK ×DK ×M ×N ×DF ×DF

=
1

N
+

1

D2
k

(9)

Under the condition of obtaining similar results, depthwise
separable convolution can reach 9 times less parameters and
computation than standard convolution, which greatly shortens
the latency caused by traditional networks. In addition, Mo-
bileNet V2 also uses linear bottleneck as activation function.

This allows neural networks to be more robust in the case of
low precision computations. Similarly, the residual structure
brought by shortcut allows MobileNet to reuse image features.

C. Improved Architecture

In this paper, we treat age estimation as a regression task.
In order to make mobilenet perform better on age estimation
prediction, a new network architecture based on MobileNet is
proposed in this paper. We innovatively modify some network
structures of MobileNet, the body architecture of our model
is shown in I, including the following items:

• Batch normalization
We apply batch normalization both before the input and
the output layer. In order to address the effects of internal
covariate shift issues ,we normalize inter-layer input
values which are performed on small batches of training
data. It can greatly imcrease the convergence speed of
training and also allows less careful initialization of
parameters.

• Global average pooling
A global average pooling [14] layer is applied after
the last point-wise convolution layer. GAP obtains a
single value by averaging all the pixel values of the
feature map. It can be regarded as a replacement for the
fully connected layer in order to reduce the number of
parameters and allievates overfitting.

• Fully connected layer and dropout
We only use a fully connected layer as the output layer
of the network without using softmax, which is more
suitable for regression task. As an important regulariza-
tion method, dropout can effectively allievate the problem
of overfitting. It can be regarded as bagging a large
number of neural networks with shared parameters. Thus,
a dropout strategy is applied to the output fully connected
layer.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of models is measured by Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), which is calculated using the average absolute
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Fig. 4. Depthwise and pointwise convolution of MobileNet

TABLE I
MODEL BODY ARCHITECTURE

Layer (type) Output Shape Param

batch normalization (100, 100, 3) 12
input (100, 100, 3) 0
conv1 (50, 50, 32) 864
conv1 bn (50, 50, 32) 128
conv1 relu (50, 50, 32) 0
conv dw (50, 50, 32) 288
conv pw (50, 50, 64) 2048
conv pad (ZeroPadding2D) (51, 51, 64) 0
conv dw (25, 25, 64) 576
conv pw (25, 25, 128) 8192
conv dw (25, 25, 128) 1152
conv pw (25, 25, 128) 16384
conv pad (ZeroPadding2D) (26, 26, 128) 0
conv dw (12, 12, 128) 1152
conv pw (12, 12, 256) 32768
conv dw (12, 12, 256) 2304
conv pw (12, 12, 256) 65536
conv pad (ZeroPadding2D) (13, 13, 256) 0
conv dw (6, 6, 256) 2304
conv pw (6, 6, 512) 131072

5× conv dw (6, 6, 512) 4608
conv pw (6, 6, 512) 262144

conv pad (ZeroPadding2D) (7, 7, 512) 0
conv dw (3, 3, 512) 4608
conv pw (3, 3, 1024) 524288
conv dw (3, 3, 1024) 9216
conv pw (3, 3, 1024) 1048576
batch normalization (3, 3, 1024) 4096
global average pooling2d (1024) 0
dropout (1024) 0
FC (1) 1025

errors between model’s age predictions and the ground truth
on the validation set. The benefit of using MAE is that it can
clearly reflect the performance of the model in age estimation
as a regression task.

MAE(ypredict, ygt) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi| (10)

where ypredict and ygt represent the age predictions and
ground truth, N is the number of samples, yi and ŷi denote
the ith prediction sample and groudtruth label, respectively.

B. Implementation Details
Our model is implemented based on Tensorflow and Keras.

In the experiments, some effective training stratigies are used

in order to attain a better result. During the training process,
we adopt strategies such as early stopping and learning rate
decay to increase the speed of convergence as well as K-fold
cross-validation to tune the hyperparameters that optimize the
model generalization performance. Specifically, the criterion
of early stopping is validation loss with patience equals 5,
that is, the training ends when there is no improvement in
performance for five consecutive epochs. The decay factor of
learning rate is set to 0.15 with patience equals 3. We adopt
Adam [2] as the optimizer of our model and the β1 and β2

are set to 0.9 and 0.999, respectively.

C. Result Analysis

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT METHODS INCLUDING SOTA.

Methods MAE MAE (masked face)

Multi-output ConvNet [16] 3.85 7.35
DLPPA [15] 4.02 6.98

Ours 3.79 6.54

As shown in II, our model outperforms other facical age
estimation method and achieves state-of-the-art. The MAE
of the age estimation on unmasked face dataset is 3.79 and
achieves MAE of 6.54 on masked face dataset. The excellent
performance of our model is due to sufficient data preprocess-
ing, accurate keypoint detection and improved model structure
based on MobileNet. In addition, modified training strategies
also contributed. Some examples of the results are shown in
Fig. 5.

V. CONCLUSION

Facial information has become popular and valuable re-
source for diverse research. In this paper, an improved con-
volutional neural network architecture based on MobileNet
is proposed and used to estimate age on both unmasked
and synthetic masked face dataset. This paper also proposes
an innovative mask generation method using face keypoint
detection in order to address the problem of insufficient data.
Our method is applied to WIKI Face dataset with a total
of 158,208 images and reaches MAE of 3.79 and 6.54 on
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Fig. 5. Examples of mask generation and age estimation results

unmasked and masked faces, respectively, achieving state-of-
the-art. We believe our model can also be applied to the
applications of future medical service or recommendation
systems.
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